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ABSTRACT 
Cycloaddition reaction between C30 and hula-I, 3-diene was studied within the Snimework of AM I (RHF) 
level. The reaction involving the double bond between two hexagons and a hexagon and a pentagon, as well 
as the cycloaddition products followed by disrotatory ogs 	s electrocyclic ring openings were considered. 
Thermodynamics parameters and stability energy and innsation state are evaluated in three Valence isomers. 
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INTRODUCTION 
fl is k own that Co  undergoes various types of 
cycloadd lion reactions, of these [4+2], [3+2], [2+2] 
and [2+1] are to be mentioned [1-9]. The synthesis and 
characterizations of the products of cycloaditions of 
Co price ly increased the knowledge of &Helene 
chemistry In addition, these chemical transformations 
also provide a very powerful tool for the fullerene 
functiona ization. Almost any functional group can be 
covalently linked to Coo by the cycloaddition reactions 
of suitable addends with Cop. Some types of the 
cycloadducts were found to be remarkably stable even 
at high temperatures [10]. 

The double bonds between two hexagons in Cna 
structure are dienophilic, which enable the molecule to 
undergo a variety of Diels-Alder reactions ([4+2] 
cycloaddition) [11. 12]. The conditions for cycloadduct 
formation strongly depened on the reactivity of the 
dienc. Most [4+2] reactions with are C60  accomplished 
under thermal conditions, but photochemical 
reaction have also been reported, and in various 
additions microwave irradiation can efficiently be 
used as source of energy [13] Eguimolar amounts of 
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cyclopentadiene and Ce, react at room 

temperature to giv e the monoadduct in 

comparatively high y kid [IA 151. 

Fullerene and its derivatno arc the most popular 

structural units in ortr 	h -tiff try Collision of 
fidlerene under laser radiation or paralyse cause 

to preparation of some derivatives of fullerene 
such as CH, C36, C33, Cr. C 41. (6334. C33. C14  and 

Can. The C30  is the interesting derivative 

molecules from C. The sytnmoncal structural 
of the C30  molecules and different position for 

cycloaddition cause choosing for these 
calculations. In this calculation cycloaddition 

reaction on some different position of double 
bond in C30  with butadiene (fig. I) earned out 

and simulated by ab inido calculations The 
stability of energy, reaction pathway and 
transition state and thermodynamics properties 
for this addition for all situations calculated. 
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Fled. Structures of C30 and Bata- I, 3 -diem°. 
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above in order to determine them stahihties. 
Intrinsic reaction coordinates were also 
calculated to confirm the accuracy o the ISs. 
and their thermodynamic geometry parameters 
arc listed in Table I. 

RESULTS A ND DISCUSSION . 
Presently considered cycloaddition products of 
C30  structures and hula diene are shown in fig. 2. 

METHODS 
In the present treatise, the geometry 
optimizations of all the structures leading to 

hi 'db MAMI 
self-consistent fields molecular orbital (SCF 
MO) [II] method at the restricted I lartree-Fock 
(RHF) level [14 The initial geometry of hula-
diene and Cto  structures was excerpted from 
Gauss View. All these calculations were 
performed by using Gaussian 98. 

C30 have three structures and per each of 
structures t h three alence isomers that we 
calculated reaction pathway and transition state 
and intermediate structure in cycloaddition 
reaction for each different position of double 
bond in each three valance isomer reaction 
pathway scaned step by addrcdundant key words. 

Frequency calculations have been performed 	pth 
for the all reactants. TSs and products mentioned 

  

C30-3 
Three 	 cill/C5 of Co and buta I, 3 them° 
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T-298.15K,Pwlatra for three structure of wo 

18,58851 (80-1 (38-2 C30-3 

AG -I3424 438.2fl 193.387 

API -ISL 721 -584453 -J 1L654 

Af 7.626 7.391 5691 

AS -iO52277 -C 052339 -(L05O46 

C, a982254 -5900423 -(L694944 

ZPE 850325 536315 g 71292 

In further phase studied cycloaddi ion 
reaction at hree situations of do Me bond of 
C311.3 C38-.2. ad C313 3. For example a resul of 
00-1 is shown in fig. 3 and Table 2. 

Table 2. Some thermodynamic parameters and Ti at 
T3298.15K. pwlatin for double bonds between [6,6] 

in C311-I structure 
If ealhnal GSI 1152 

Fg kf -2274:2603 -1174:2736 -'27L5133 

ZPR 192.621 69 '97.43153 266Ul4 

-79945S563 -799435.97 - 797592S3 
H -797409.276 - 79740&53 -799562.00 

535 814836 0107261 

C, 6l 742 It 76855 &868433 

205015 201.231 287.633 

Table I shows that the inter ction between 
Ca, and C-C bond of structure 2 is stronger 
than that between CiFly and C-C bond of 
structures I and 3. The heat o reaction for 
adding C41-16  and C-C bond of stru turns 1,2 and 
3 in the T= 298k. P= 1 atm are -151.711, - 
584.858 and -118.854 kcaltmol. 

So for the three statuses of reactions between 
Crtly and C-C bond of structure 2 is more 
exothermic than C-C bond of structure 1 and 3. 
Among the three structures, structure 2 seems to 
be the most stable one. 

Fig. 3. AMI optimizationgeometry structures of prided 
0 and 3 eine additirt of Cilli to the Cgi  bendy. 

CONCLUSION 
There are three status of double bond in structure 
of C303, C3133  and C3033 that arc completely 
different from each other. Cycloaddition is 
selected as a main part of reaction and addition 
process for single stage is considered. 
Thermodynamics parameters, stability energy 
and transition state are evaluated in tree 
structures. The new cycle that produced after 
cycloaddition reaction was opened and created a 
new cycle with large size. Three positions of 
double bond that lead to three products are 
strongly different. The structure that contain 
much resonance loop and the most double bond 
in resonance form was stable than that others, in 
the other hand these results completely 
confirmed thermodynamics results that obtained 
from calculations. 

When CA I in  is added to the C-C bond of Coy 
structure, our investigation results show that the 
reaction mechanism is probably as below; 
Reactants w Transition state 1 (Ts 1) --/ Closed 
Isomer w Transition state 2 (Ts 2) products 
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